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Introduction



Shifters task list

 Run the DAQ, following the run planning set by the run coordinator.

Running the DAQ means, by using the run control window:

1) Start and stop the runs corresponding to different detector conditions: each time the detector configuration (for 

instance LEM HV, cathode HV, …) has to be changed the current run should be stopped and a new run started

2) Check that the event builders L1 and L2 are treating the events,

3) Check that  the data transfer from the L2 event builder to NP02EOS is running

4) Check the event quality by looking at the event display window

 React in case of errors. In the following slides it is explained how to recognize and solve occasional trivial error 

conditions. More complicated situations will require the intervention of the DAQ experts. 

In the counting room, there should be 2 windows already opened for the shifters on a dedicated screen, one is a 

terminal window and one is a VNC session.  The VNC session is used to run the DAQ run control and the event 

display, the terminal window  is used to connect initially in order to launch the VNC session and then to run  some 

commands to recover from occasional error conditions of the DAQ.

VNC is a software for remote access to a virtual desktop (in this case of the machine np02control). This desktop, 

that runs the DAQ from the shifters account, is accessed with vncviewer. The desktop and all the applications 

running on it are similar to a real desktop, and they will stay alive even if the vncviewer session of the user gets 

disconnected. Vncviewer allows also the DAQ experts to see what is happening and intervene remotely on the 

desktop used by the shifters to run the DAQ. Also the mouse pointer can be moved remotely.
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Brief reminder of the DAQ system architecture:

The NP02 DAQ system has been presented in details numerous times in the four last years at the DUNE and ProtoDUNE-DP meetings. It is a 

Ethernet network based DAQ system which can acquire data at very high bandwidth (up to 20 Gbyte/s). The front-end digitization units (AMCs) 

are contained in uTCA crates. Each charge readout crate, located in front of the corresponding signal feedthrough chimney on the cryostat roof can 

include up to 10 AMC reading each 64 channels for a total of 640 channels per crate digitized at 2.5 MHz. A uTCA crate is a 10 Gbit/s network 

system connecting the AMC with its own switch included in the crate controller (MCH). The MCH of each crate is connected with a dedicated 10 

Gbit/s to a Level 1 (L1) event builder. Two L1 event builders are used to read several crates corresponding to a detector half. The L1 event 

builders are connected via several links on a high speed network at 40 Gbit/s to the Level 2 (L2) event builders and to a high bandwidth distributed 

storage system (EOS), the network infrastructure ensures total 20 Gbyte/s bandwidth. Each L1 event builder puts together the data, corresponding 

to the drift window starting with the trigger timestamp, acquired from the connected crates to build an event half on its ramdisk. The L1 ramdisks are 

visible via the network to the L2 event builders who assemble together the two event halves in the final even format and assemble on their own 

ramdisks the events in 3 GB files which are then pushed through the EOS high bandwidth storage system which can absorb up to 20 Gbyte/s data 

writing on disk. Four L2 event builders work in parallel by sharing evenly the events produced by the L1 event builders and producing the final 3 GB 

data files to be written on disk. Automatic file transfer systems transfer the data from the local EOS system to the CERN IT division and Fermilab. 

A trigger server handles the white-rabbit timestamping of external trigger signals (beam counters, cosmic counters, PMTs trigger, calibration 

triggers) and the transmission of these timestamps to the AMCs via the white-rabbit network and of the trigger information to the L1 event builders 

via a dedicated Ethernet network. The white-rabbit network ensures also the timing and synchronization of the AMC digitization units. The run 

control interface ensures the control and monitoring of all the components of the system in order to start and stop runs, and check the data 

transfer to the local EOS.  The transfer to the final storage for offline exploitation at CERN and Fermilab is run by DAQ experts. 

More detailed information can be retrieved from the slides shown for instance at the May 2019 DUNE collaboration meeting:

 A general description of the DAQ architecture is also reminded with sketches reported in the slides in appendix

1) Digital front-end: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/18681/session/7/contribution/149/material/slides/0.pdf

2) Analog front-end and timing/trigger system: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/18681/session/7/contribution/150/material/slides/0.pptx

3) Back-end and online storage/computing: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/18681/session/7/contribution/151/material/slides/0.pdf

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/18681/session/7/contribution/149/material/slides/0.pdf
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/18681/session/7/contribution/150/material/slides/0.pptx
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/18681/session/7/contribution/151/material/slides/0.pdf
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Re-opening from scratch (in case it is needed in the counting 

room or for remote shifts) the DAQ control windows: terminal + 

VNC session

Note: 

the access to the DAQ machines, which are on a network not visible outside the CERN network, requires always first going 

through the CERN lxplus machines for authentication and tunneling. This makes the DAQ also accessible to external shifters. 

The procedures to open the DAQ windows (one terminal window + a VNC desktop) are the same in the counting room or in any 

other place in the world. 

In your connection to lxplus not forget to enable the X windows tunneling (ssh –X) which will be needed for the VNC graphic 

window. 

Please avoid opening unnecessary DAQ sessions and limit those just to the shifters (if remote) to the session in the NP02 

counting room (this one will be always open independently on the fact that the shifters are remote on in the counting room) and 

to the DAQ experts



How to connect to the shifters account and open a DAQ VNC session 

(in case of remote shifters or if this session is not already opened in the counting room): 

The shift account (np02shft on np02control) is a service account common to all shifters, however there is an 

authentication system of those accessing np02shft and opening the DAQ VNC session. 

The np02shft (note without i in between h and f) account has no password and the authentication relies only on the 

lxplus accounts of the shifters who connect to it.

In order that you have access to the np02shft account by using your lxplus credentials please send a mail to BOTH:  

pennacc@ipnl.in2p3.fr

d.pugnere@ipnl.in2p3.fr

 mail subject: np02shft account

 in the mail specify your login on lxplus

Once the association of your lxplus account is activated, this will allow you to be connected to the NP02 farm 

machines with the np02shft account  also remotely 

Also the windows of the DAQ session in the counting room must be opened from an lxplus account associated to 

np02shft 
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1) By owning an lxplus account with enabled association to np02shft, open a terminal window and connect to lxplus

with your own account (with an ssh –X in order to have an X window tunnel)  then type from your lxplus window (no 

password is needed): 

ssh –X np02shft@np02control

2) once connected on np02control launch the desktop with the windows to control the DAQ:

Type vncviewer :2 &

 password: datataking

3) Once launched the VNC session, still keep available the terminal window you opened on np02shft@np02control 

in order to be able to issue from it commands for the recovery of error conditions of the DAQ

VNC troubleshooting (to be done only if needed, in this case you should warn as well the DAQ expert) 

In case vncviewer does not start, the vncserver may be down (this may happen for instance after a power cut)

a) Check the status of vncserver by typing: vncserver –list normally with vncserver active you should get

something like that:

np02shft@np02control:~>vncserver -list

TigerVNC server sessions:

X DISPLAY #     PROCESS ID

:2              5533

b) If vncserver instead does not look to be not active,  start it by typing vncserver :2 then launch vncviewer as 

explained above



To open a new terminal within the VNC desktop window: 

To define the working environment  type in that window:

cd

source vncenv.sh 
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Once the VNC session is opened: 



 Still from this terminal window to start the run control window (if it is not already started)  type:

RC_start

 In order to run the online event display open a new terminal window on the VNC desktop and type:

cd

source  vncenv.sh

np02evd.exe -d $EVD/inputfile
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Run control window

Online event display

VNC Desktop
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Normal running

The NP02 DAQ system is a sophisticated, high performance, network system including many 

components but it is made simple to use to the shifters via the run control interface. 

In normal running conditions (absence of error messages) the shifter is just supposed to start 

and stop runs via the run control interface (as explained in the following slides) and have a 

look at the events sampled by the online event display



In the counting room there should be normally the VNC session with the run-control window already opened. 

This is how it looks like in a normal conditions:

L1 event

builders

L2 event

builders

Errors and 

problems are 

shown here
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Trigger server



To start a run 

1. Click “Start”

2. This panel will show up

Select run type

3.   Click on ok to start  the run
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This is how the run control panel looks like during normal data taking

These 3 numbers 

represent the events 

treated by the trigger 

server, and each L1 

event builder. They 

are equal, (or 

occasionally, there 

could be a 

difference of 1 event 

among them)

These 4 numbers represents the events treated 

by each L2 event builder. They are equal, or 

occasionally there could be a difference of  30 

among them.  
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To stop a run
Click on stop, and confirm
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The run is now stopped  

The sum of these 4 numbers is equal to the number

of treated by the trigger server and the L1 event builders

Occasionally there could be a difference of 1 event  
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Troubleshooting

(error conditions which may be recovered by the shifters by using dedicated scripts)



Troubleshooting

 In the following slides it is explained how to recognize the error conditions and what to do in some particular cases 

which can be recovered by the shifters by executing dedicated scripts:

1) At least one L1 event builder is not connected to the run control

2) At least one L2 event builder is not connected to the run control

3) Error conditions from L2 event builder during the stop of a run

4) Error conditions on  L2-EVB-a (b,c,d) ramdisks :  the transfer to NP02EOS is stuck

5) Error conditions on L1-EVB-a (b) ramdisks

A short summary of other error conditions is presented in the last page

 All status messages or errors are shown in the lower panel

of the run control window
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1) At least one L1 event builder is not connected to the run control

If  a run is going on, immediately stop it, and follow the procedure shown in the next page

No need to check the error message, disconnected event builders become  red in the main window
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from the terminal window of np02shft@np02control (NOT from VNC !!!!) 

1) type L1_start

2) type L2_cleanram

In case one or more  L1 event builders do not reconnect, try 

the procedure a second time. In case it fails again call the 

DAQ expert
19



2) At least one L2 event builder is not connected to the run control

If  a run is going on, immediately stop it, and follow the procedure shown in the next page

No need to check the error message, disconnected event builders become red in the main window
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from the terminal window np02shft@np02control (NOT for VNC !!!!)

type L2_start

In case one or more  L2 event builders do not reconnect, try 

the procedure a second time  and in case it fails again call 

the DAQ expert
21



The following message shows up in the run control (in yellow, lower part) :

L2-EVB-a (b, c, d) endrun.txt file has not been removed please check

Once trigger server and L1 event builders  are stopped, from the terminal window np02shft@np02control (not 

from VNC) type: 

L2_start

This will clear the error condition and allow to restart the run. 

If the error persists also in the following runs  call the DAQ expert

3) Error condition from L2 event builder during the stop of run
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In this example the error message is

for L2-EVB-a

It can also happen for

L2-EVB-b

L2-EVB-c

L2-EVB-d

STOP THE RUN IMMEDIATELY

4) Error condition on  L2_EVB-a (b,c,d) ramdisk :  the transfer to NP02EOS is stuck, the ramdisks of the L2 event 

builders are getting full due to the accumulation of new events acquired
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Before executing the recovery procedure indicated in the next slides, perform the following crosscheck on

the status of the eos system

 From the terminal window np02shft@np02control type eos. The results has to be like that:

 see the instructions in the next pages for the recovery procedure which can be applied

Before starting the recovery procedure, type exit to exit the shell

 If the results is different, for example: 

 call the DAQ expert 

np02shft@np02control:~ >eos

error: MGM root://np02eos1.cern.ch/ not online/reachable 
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EOS file transfer recovery procedure

From the terminal window (NOT VNC) execute the following 7 steps explained  in this slide and the next 2 slides:

1) Run the command TOEOS_stop . This will allow to clean-up the transfer processes and restart later the transfer 

in a clean way

2) Check that the transfer is not running with the command  TOEOS_check

3) Restart the EOS transfer by using the command TOEOS_start, 
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4) Check the transfer status by running TOEOS_check

5)  There are 4 transferring processes to be restarted, in this example you see that only 3 restated.

Wait a couple of seconds, and run again TOEOS_check

6) If the 4 transfer processes do not restart, try again point 1), 2), 3) 4). If the transfer is still stuck, 

call the DAQ expert. 

If instead the 4 transfer processes are successfully running then you can go to the last point in the next 

page which allows to recover the files not yet transferred which are still sitting on the L2 event builders 

ramdisks
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7) Now the EOS transfer processes are back running, however the leftover files in the /ramdisk produced at the 

time of the error condition have still to be moved to NP02EOS with a dedicated command.

This is done by running the command TOEOS_recover . The command L2_checkram can be used in addition 

to check the ramdisk occupancy. Some examples are reported below.

 Once the L2 event builders ramdisks are empty the data taking can restart

To check ram disk occupancy

To move files to NP02EOS

Now ramdisks are empty
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Error message:

[l1evb_a]  LArDaqManager::writeEvent : failed to open /ramdisk/done/17.R625_a

l1evb_b]  LArDaqManager::writeEvent : failed to open /ramdisk/done/17.R625_b

Recovery procedure:

1) Stop the run

2) From a terminal window (not VNC) 

type L1_start 

type L2_start

3)  Restart the run.

If the problem is still there  call the DAQ expert

5) Error condition on L1_EVB-a (b) ramdisk
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 ERROR: L1A ram not available, stop execution

 ERROR: L2 ram not available, stop execution

 L2.config not written, merging not started

 cannot create thread, merging not started

These are very severe error,  data acquisition cannot go on. Call the DAQ expert

 WARN: connection to DB impossible

this is just a warning data acquisition can go on.

 Disconnection or faulty states of the trigger server require calling the DAQ expert

6) Other error conditions
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Additional status checks

(Any faulty state of these systems cannot be recovered just by the shifters but 

implies contacting the DAQ experts)
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White-Rabbit Grand Master switch

Status page at: http://np02grandmaster/ (only accessible within the CERN network)

Active connections to the WR end-nodes in the 10 charge 

readout uTCA crates actually running Active connection to the WR timestamping end node located

in the trigger server machine

http://np02grandmaster/
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GPS disciplined oscillator feeding the clock and timining signals to the WR Grand Master and 

acting also as ntp server

Status page at: http://np02ltime.cern.ch    (only accessible within the CERN network)
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Low voltage distribution system feeding the cryogenic front-end electronics

Status page at: http://np02lv.cern.ch    (only accessible within the CERN network)

Normal conditions when the 

cryogenic FE is ON
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Appendix
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uTCA

crates

CERN EOSLocal EOS

NP02EOS

1.5PB

20GB/s

L2 evb

L2 evb

L2 evb

7x 10Gbit/s

2x 40 Gbit/s

2x 40 Gbit/s

L1 evb

L2 evb
40 Gbit/s
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40 Gbit/s

L2 evb
40 Gbit/s

L2 evb
40 Gbit/s

40 Gbit/s

40 Gbit/s

40 Gbit/s
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Online 

computing
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20x 10Gbit/s
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It is possible to identify 2 main components in the DAQ system:  
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 LV1 Event builders receive data from the uTCA crates (link at 10 Gbit/s from each crate)

On each LV1 EVB there is a LARGUI process reading the data from the crates attached to the EVBs via a private network

 Each L1 EVB write on its ram disk one half of the event: 

 np02evbl1a: data from crate 1 to crate 6

 np02evbl1b:  data from crate 7 to crate 10

The L1 ram disks are mounted via network to the L2 machines 

 The task of the L2 event builders is to read the events halves written by the L1 event builders, merge them to build the whole 

event, and pack several events to build data files of 3GB size on its ram disk. This is done by a MERGE2 process, running on 

each L2 event builder (4 merging nodes running in parallel).     

 As soon as a data file is closed, a different process L2EOS running on each L2 event builder takes care of copying it to the  online 

storage facility (NP02EOS) which is based on a distributed file-system and 20x24 disk units running in parallel

 Once the data file is copied on NP02EOS the online event display is notified that a new file is available  the event display 

systematically shows events from the latest produced file, that can be written from any L2 event  builder. 
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Global uTCA DAQ architecture for ProtoDUNE-DP
integrated with White Rabbit (WR) Time and Trigger distribution network 

White Rabbit slaves MCH nodes in uTCA crates  + WR system (time source, Grand Master, 

trigger system)

WR 

Trigger

Server

LV1 events

builders

7 + 6 

10Gbe links

LV2 events

builders

Online

Storage 

and 

processing

Farm

20 GB/s

disk

bandwidth

40 Gbe

backbone



Rack of the 

White Rabbit and 

Trigger system 

GPS Disciplined Oscillator

White Rabbit Grand Master

White Rabbit Trigger server and private Trigger network to event builders

Connections to WR

Slave nodes in uTCA

crates

Overview of the ProtoDUNE-DP Timing Rack (similar to the system already operating on the 3x1x1):

• GPSDO GPS disciplined oscillator (generates 1PPS, 10 MHz, ntp timing)

• White Rabbit Grand Master (connects to slave node in the uTCA crates and to the timestamping card in the trigger server

• Trigger server with WR FMC-DIO for external trigger signals time-stamping (Light, Cosmic Counters, Beam, Calibration), 

new machine with new network interfaces and switches

• Dedicated fast trigger network to the two LV1 event builders (dedicated fiber + switch) 

• Service network for trigger server, GPSDO and WR Grand Master with local switch and cable to DAQ room
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Overview of  DAQ back-end equipments in the DAQ room (support for 4 active 
CRPs readout):

 High bandwidth (20GByte/s) distributed EOS file system for the online storage 
facility

 Storage servers: 20 machines + 5 spares (DELL R510, 72 TB per machine):  up to 
1.44 PB total disk space for 20 machines, 10 Gbit/s connectivity for each storage 
server.

 Online computing farm (room above the DAQ room):
 40 servers Poweredge C6200 from INP3  

 Online storage and processing facility network architecture:
 Backend network infrastructure  40 Gbit/s DAQ switch (Brocade ICX7750-26Q) + 

40/10 Gbit/s router (Brocade ICX 7750-48F)
 Dedicated 10 Gbit multifibers network to uTCa crates
 Dedicated trigger network (x2 LV1 event builders + trigger server) 
 x2 40 Gbit/s link to IT division

 DAQ cluster and event builders:
 DAQ back-end: 2 LV1 event builders (DELL R730 384 GB RAM)  + 4 LV2 event 

builders (DELL R730 192 GB RAM)
 DAQ  cluster service machines: 9 Poweredge R610 service units: 
2 EOS metadata servers, configuration server, online processing server, batch 
management server, control server, …  

Storage facilityStorage 
facility

DAQ
Service 
machines

Online computing
farm

C6200 servers

EVBL1A

EVBL1B

EVBL2A

EVBL2B

EVBL2C

EVBL2D

Router and 

switches
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Details of ProtoDUNE dual-phase back-end architecture


